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1 Introduction 

According to standard views, a nucleon at small momentum transfer con
sists of three constituent quarks. Probing the nucleon at high momentum 
transfer reveals a: sea of uu, dd and ss quark pairs as_well as gluons. The . . . . 
·admixture of strange quarks in the nucleon sea is non-negligible and 
reaches few percent. The perturbative QCD is successfully applied for 
describing the processes in this regime .. 

However recent experimental results induce an idea that the-effects of 
intrinsic nucleon strangeness are not negligible even at small momentum 
transfers .. Here the non-perturbative QCD effects may create an admix~ 
ture of ss pairs to the nucleon wave function already at large distances. 
It is these effects that will be discussed in this lecture. 

The story begins with the work of J .Ellis, E.Gabathuler and M.Karliner 
(EGK) [1], who pointed out in 1989 that the idea of intrinsic nucleon 

. strangeness at small momentum transfer naturally followed from some· 
theoretical models and could provide an explanati_on for a number of ex
perirnental .puizles that existed' at that time. It is instrilctiv~ today to 
look retr~spectively at these experimental facts. i 

The first w~s the probl~m with the 1r N sigrria term 
·-: 

i;;, !(mu+ md) < p luu + ddl P > 
.· 2 . 

(1) 

which ~as a factor of 2 higher than the value expected on the assump
tion that < p Issi p >= 0. It led to an unusually high admixture of 
strangeness, cited in the EGK paper as · 

W(ss) = < pls_slp > ~ 0.21 
< p luu + dd + ssl p > 

(2) 

Since that time a lot of work has :been done for clarification of this 
problem (for a review, see [2], [3]). It was realized how correctly connects 
the information from 1r N scattering with the data obtained from the 
baryon masses; ·As a result, it was found that the effect of nucleon strange 
quarks is. neither too dramatic nor negligible. They contribute about 
130 MeV. to the nucleon mass (see, e.g. [4],[5]). Rec·ent lattice QCD 
calculations [6] give 

W(ss) = 0.14 ± 0.05 (3) 



Another problem, discussed in the EGK paper, was the famous result 
of EMC measurement of deep inelastic polarized µp scattering [7], which 
indicated that 

1 

~s = j dx[qr(x)- q1(x) + 11r(x) - q1(x)] = -0.24 ± 0.07, (4) 
0 

where ~s is the fraction of the proton spin carried by strange quarks and 
antiquarks. The minus sign means that the strange q and q are polarized 
opposite to the direction of the nucleon spin. ; 

A number of dedicated experiments [8] were done to verify the EMC 
results. Now the world average value of .6.s is 

~s = -0.10 ± 0.03, (5) 

The third experimental puzzle, discussed in the EG K paper, was the 
observation [9] of the backward peak in pp --+ J(+ I{-: annihilation at 0.5 
Ge V / c. No such peak was seen for annihilation into two. pions pp --+ 

1r+i-. Recent experiments at LEAR and KEK confirm existence of the 
strong backward peak at p momenta p < 1 GeV/c [10],[11]. 

Important part of the EGK paper was dedicated to the apparent 
violation of the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka ( OZI) rule seen in proton-proton and 
antiproton-proton interactions. Thus the cr~ss s~ctions of </> production 
in pp scattering were 4-5 times larger than the predictions from the OZI
r~le. The.~ame sit.uation was in pp annihilation. Now recent results from 
the LEAR experiments on </>-meson production in annihilation of stopped 
antiprotons have demonstrated much stronger vi~lation of the OZI rule 
predictions (by a factor of 30-50). 

So, all experimental facts cited in the EGK paper [1] as the reasons 
for introducing intrinsic nucleon strangeness surviyed the tests performed 
within these 6 years. All the problems that existed at that time are still 
unsolved today. Moreover, new puzzles have appeared: thus,it occurs 
that </> production in pp annihilation at rest strongly depends on quantum 
numbers of the initial state. Not all channels of </> production in pp 
annihilation at rest exhibit strong OZI-rule violation. It seems that </> 

production is enhanced from spin triplet states and suppressed from the 
spin singlet ones. 
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To explain these experimental features an idea of polarized nucleon 
strangeness was considered [12]. In fact, the results from deep inelas
tic lepton scattering (4)-(5) indicate that strange quarks are polarized. 
However the extension of this idea to the processes with small momentum 
transfer is non-trivial. An important step was done by M.Alberg, J.Ellis 
and D.Kharzeev [13] who suggested the mechanism for polarization of 
strange quarks in the non-perturbative regime. 

It is important to note that the nucleon intrinsic strangeness was 
demonstrated not to contradict the known information about nucleon 
formfactors or magnetic moments (see discussion in [14], [15]). 

So, at present the very notion of intrinsic nucleon strangeness in a 
small momentum transfer region looks sound. It seems that polarization 
of strange quarks can pl!i-Y a decisive role in providing the experimental 
confirmation of these effects. But before discussing challenging perspec
tives of different experiments which should demonstrate intrinsic nucleon 
strangeness, I would like to return to more mundane things and discuss 
first what we know about the OZI-rule and why violation of this semi
empirical rule is connected w·ith nucleon strangeness. 

2 The OZI rule in hadron interactions 

The OZI rule was proposed [16] at an early stage of QCD history and 
there are different formulations of this rule. It is often said that the OZI 
rule suppressed the processes with disconnected quark lines (see Fig.1). 
Production of the </> meson is a particularly sensitive test of the OZI 
rule because the </> is almost a pure ss state, containing just a small 
admixture of light quarks associated with a small deviation of the vector 
mesons mixing angle from the ideal one. 

If there are no strange quarks in the nucleon, then production of the 
</> meson, for instance in pp annihilation, should look like in Fig.1 a). The 
ss pair should be created in the final state, it is absent in the initial state, 
so</> production is described by the disconnected diagram and should be 
suppressed. On the contrary, production of thew meson, which contains 
only light quarks, could be described by the diagram of Fig. lb), where 
quark lines of the initial state are connected with the final state ones. 
Therefore, no suppression is expected for w meson production.· 

To obtain the degree of the </> suppression it is worthwhile to formulate 
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Figure 1: Disconnected quark diagram of ¢ meson production in N N 
interaction (a). Diagram of w production in the same process (b ). 

the OZI rule following Okubo [17]. Let us consider creation of qij states 
in the interaction of hadrons 

A + B - C + qij for q=u,d,s 

where hadrons A, B and C consist of only light quarks. 
The OZI rule demands that 

Z= \1'2M(A+B-+C+ss) =O 
. M(A + B -+ C + uu) + M(A + B -+ C + dd) 

(6) 

(7) 

where M(A + B -+ C + qij) are the amplitudes of th~ corresponding 
processes. _ 

It means that if the </> meson was a pure ss state, it could not be 
prpduced in the interaction of ordinary hadrons. The OZI rule in Okubo's 
form strictly forbids creation of new flavors confined in only one particle. 
They (quarks with new flavors) must be shared among different particles. 

However, the¢ and w are mixtures 

</> =:= cos 0 ws ~ sin 0 w1 

w = sin 0 w8 + cos 0 w1 
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(8) 
. (9) 

of the SU(3) singlet w1 and octet w8 

w8 = (uu + dd - 2ss)/J6 
w1 = (uu + dd + ss)/v3 

(10) 

(11) 

and the ¢ could be created in the hadron interaction due to small ad
mixture of light quarks in its wave f1.mction. 

Then OZI rule Eq. (7) could be re-written in terms of physical ¢ and 
w 

M(A+B-+C+¢) _ 
M(A+B-+C+w)-

Z + tan(0 - 0;) 
1 - Ztan(0 - 0;) 

here 0 and 0; are physical and ideal mixing angles, 0; = 35.3° . 

(12) 

From this equation ou"e can immediately see that if OZI rule Eq. (7) 
is fulfilled and the parameter Z is equal to zero , then 

a(A + B-+ ¢X) = tan2 (0 - 0;) · f 
R= a(A+B-+wX) 

here f is a kinematical phase space factor. 

(13) 

Since the vector mesons are practically ideally mixed, the difference 
8 = 0 - 0; is small: the mixing angle from the quadratic Gell-Mann
Okubo mass formula is 0 = 39° and from the linear one it is 0 = 36°. 
Substituting these values in Eq. (13) one could obtain for J = 1 : 

R = 4.2 • 10-3 for quadratic mass formula 

R = 0.15 · 10-3 for linear mass formula 

(14) 

(15) 

As is clear from Eq. (12), the smallness of the ¢/w ratio is due to the 
OZI rule demand Z = 0 and perfect mixing of vector mesons 8 = 0-0; ::::::: 
1-3°. Another situation exists, for instance, for the pseudoscalar mesons, 
where mixing is not so perfect and the difference 8 is large. In principle, 
under violation of the OZI rule one could imply the physical reasons 
which provide the deviation of the corresponding physical angle from the 
ideal mixing one. Or, more precisely, the reasons for different mixing in 
pseudoscalar and vector meson nonets. However here we will consider the 
violation of the OZI rule at a pure phenomenological level as a deviation 
of the measured ¢/w ratios from the prediction of Eq. (14). 
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According to the OZI-rule the ratio of¢ tow-meson production in the 
hadron interactions should be rather small, at a tevel of few times 10-3

. 

That prediction has been nicely confirmed in a number of experiments 
with proton-proton, pion-proton and antiproton-proton annihilation at 
different energies of the projectiles. In Table 1 we collected the experi
mental data on the ratio R = ¢X/wX for different hadronic inte_ractions. · 

Table 1. The ratios R = ¢X/wX for production of the ¢ and w 
- mesons in pp, pp and 1rp interactions at PL different from zero. The 
parameter Z of the OZI-rule violation is calculated for 8 = 0 - 0; = 3. 7°, 
assuming identical phases of the ¢ and w production amplitudes. 

Initial PL Final R= ¢X/wX IZI Refs. 
state (GeV /c) state X ·103 (%) 
7r+n 1.54-2.6 p _. 21.0 ± 11.0 8±4 [18],[19] 
7r+p 3.54 7r+p 19.0 ± 11.0 7±4 [20] 
7r-p ,5-6 n 3.5 ± 1.0 0.5 ± 0.8 [21] 
7r-p 6 n 3.2 ± 0.4 0.8 ± 0.4 [22] 
7r-p 10 7r-p 6.0 ± 3.0 .1.3 ± 2.0 [23] 
7r-p 19 21r-1r+p 5.0~~ 0.6 ± 2.5 [24] 
7r-p 32.5 n 2.9 ± 0.9 1.1 ± 0.8 [25] 
7r.,...p 360 X 14.0 ± 6.0 5±3 [26] 
pp 10 pp 20.0 ± 5.0 8±2 [23] 
pp 24 pp 26.5 ± 18.8 10 ±6 [27] 

PP 24 7r+1r-pp 1.2 ± 0.8 3±1 [27] 
pp 24 PP m1r+1r-, 19.0 ± 7.0 7±3 [27] 

m=0,1,2 

PP 70 pX 16.4 ± 0.4 [28] 

PP 360 X 4.0 ± 5.0 0.1 ±4 [29] 
. PP 0.7 7r+7r- 19.0 ± 5*} 7±2 [30] 

PP 0.7 po 13.0 ± 4•) 5±2 [30] 
. pp 1.2 7r+7r- . 11.0±~1 4±1 [31] 

PP 2.3 7r+7r- 17.5 ± 3.4 7±1 [32] 

PP 3.6 7r+7r- 9.0~i 3±3 [31] 

* > corrected for phase space. 
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As we see in Table 1, many past experiments found an apparent 
excess of R above the OZI prediction, though it was not very dramatic: 
R :S (10 - 20) · 10-3_ 

It was speculated in [30] that the OZI rule is violated more strongly in 
pp or pp interactions than in 1rp one, suggesting existence of" a dynamical 
mechanism" of the OZI rule violation in the case of a system of two 
baryons. However, one can see that there is no big difference between 
¢/w ratios in the 1rp and pp or pp data. 

So one may conclude that the OZI-rule predictions (14) are fullfiled 
in the hadronic interactions at a level of about 10 % . But what is the 
reason for this perfect agreement with the experimental data? 

2.1 Why the OZI rule is valid? 

In some sense the OZI rule should be regarded as a phenomenological 
rule, because it is .not clear how in general to derive it from the first 
principles of QCD. It was demonstrated that, indeed, in some limits of 
QCD it is fullfilled. 

For instance, suppression of the processes described by the discon
nected diagrams (like the one in Fig.I a)) was proved for the large Ne 
limit [33], [34]. The 'disconnected· diagrams are suppressed by higher 
powers of 1/Nc compared with the connected ones. 

· The OZI rule is also natural in the heavy-quark limit when the mix
ing between, for instance, the cc state with 1-- and a light ijq pair· is 
suppressed by a~. 

But the reasons why the OZI rule is valid in the light hadron interac
tions is still a subject of investigations [35],[36]. The puzzle of the OZI
rule for ordinary hadron interaction is to understand why it is so perfectly 
fullfiled in spite of its apparent inapplicability. Indeed, all OZl-violated 
reactions ~otild be regarded as two-step processes, for instance: 

¢ --+ R K --+ p1r 

PP --+ R K* --+ ¢1r . 
1r-p '-t. J<0 A --t q>n · 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

At each step the process is described by a connected diagram; like that 
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in Fig.2 . There is no suppression for each sub-process. Why then the 
total process is suppressed? 

N k - <I> 

~[ 
N I<* , 7r 

Figure 2: Annihilation pp - ¢71" as a two-step process. 

An answer to this question was found by H.Lipkin (see, [35],[36] and 
references therein), who pointed out the importance of the cancellations 
between different intermediate states as a reason for validity of the OZI 
rule. . 

He argued that in some sense the OZI rule is a reflection of the un
derlying flavor symmetry which "equalized" the.contributions of different 
intermediate states. To demonstrate.the cancellation between these con
tributions he introduced .an analog of G-parity in the case of the total 
flavor symmetry [37]. Under conventional G-parity the u-quark is trans
formed into d (as well as d into u). The corresponding transformation 
in the case of flavor symmetry transforms light and strange quarks. It 
interchanges u and s (as well as s and u). The interactions and the 
T matrix are invariant under this general G-parity in the case of flavor 
symmetry. Then one could classify the meson states having odd or even 
eigenvalues of the generalized G-parity. It was shown in [37] that the 
contributions from intermediate states having even and odd eigenvalues 
of the generalized G-parity have opposite phases. So the physical rea
son for the validity of the OZI rule is cancellation of the contributio~s 
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from different. intermediate states in tlw transition amplitude of two-step 
processes like (16)- ( 18). 

~d ,-
d 

u ' ----------~ ~ 
I~ 7r+ - -+ 
d I " . ( 

.~ s 

, ----------1 <I> <P 

s s 

a) b) 

Figure 3: Different diagrams of </>7rr. photoproduction. 

If this delicate cancellation docs not occur for some reasons, e.g. near 
the thresholds where some intermediate states are OJ)('ll but others are 
closed, one may expect. to observe t.lw deviation from the OZI rule pre
dictions (13)-(14). It means that the large values of the ¢/v.: ratio arc 
not necessarily connected with something non-trivial. They may sim
ply reflect some non-compensation of the contributions from different 
intermediate states. 

However, as we see from Table l, the OZJ rule works surprisingly 
well, within a 10% accuracy, and there ar<:' not so many examples of its 
violation. 

Thus i,n the diffractive photoprod1iction of¢ mesons [~JS] a larg<' ,·alue 
of the <Pfwratio it was found: 

,A - qy7r+r.- A.= (97 ± 19) · 10-3 

,A - w7r+7r-A 
( 19) 

However this result is not rather unexpected b<:'ca.US{' \.he photon could 
interact strongly as a ijq state and in the photoproduct.ion the contribu
tion of ss pair in the initial state is nm1-negligibk. The rnrrcsponding 
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diagrams are shown in Fig.3a and 3b. They are both disconnecte.d di
agrams. The difference is that quark lines of the strange quarks are 
connected in Fig.3a and disconnected in the diagram of Fig.3b. So one 
possible interpretation of the large ¢/w ratio (19) is that the degree of the 
OZI rule violation depends on the flavor of the quarks in the disconnected 
part. 

A similar trend was seen in the charmonium decays (see discussion 
in [35]). The decay J/'lj; --+ ¢1r+1r-, where quark lines of the strange 
and light quarks are disconnected, has a small absolute branching ratio 
BR= 0.21 ± 0.09% and strongly suppressed relative to e+e-. 

However, there is a decay 1j;'(3685) --+ 'lj;1r1r, which is also OZl-forbidden, 
but here only light quarks are disconnected. This process has a large ab
solute branching ratio BR= .50 ± 3% and a large relative' ratio to e+e-, 
three orders of magnitude higher than in the J /1/J --+ ¢1r+1r- decay. 

These examples teach us that the substantial violation (more than 
10 %) of the OZI rule is possible. In this sense, the recent data on 
¢ production in pp annihilation at rest obtained at LEAR (CERN), 
which have demonstrated a significant, by a factor of 30-50, violation of 
the OZl-rule, do not seem to be something' remarkable. However the 
pattern of the OZI-violation seen in different channels of ¢ production 
in antiproto~ anni.hilation is really non-trivial. ·· " 

3 Experimental data on ¢ production in pp 
annihilation at rest 

The existing experimental data on ¢ production in annihilation of stopped 
anti protons are summarized in Table ,2. 

TABLE 2. The ratios R = ¢X/wX for production of the ¢ and w 
- mesons in antinucleon annihilation at rest. The parameter Z of the 
OZI-rule violation is calculated for /j = 0 - 0; = 3. 7°, assuming identical 
phases of the ¢ and w production amplitudes. The data are given for 
annihilation in liquid hydrogen target (percentage of annihilation from 
P-\Yave is ~ 10 __: 20%), gas target ( ~61 % P-wave) and, LX~trigger [41] 
( ~86-91 % P~wave). ·· 
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Final Initial B.R.·104 R· 103 IZI (%) Comments 
state states 

<h 1S0.3 Pi 0.17 ± 0.04 243 ± 86 42±8 liquid,[39] 
<p1ro 3S1,1 Pi 5.5 ±0.7 96± 15 24±2 liquid,[39) 
<p1ro 2.46 ± 0.23 114 ± 24 gas, [40) 
<p1ro 1.9 ± 0.5 gas, [41) 
<p1ro 0.3 ±0.3 LX-trigger, [41) 
<p7r- 3S1,1 P1 9.0 ± 1.1 83 ±25 22±4 liquid,[42)-[44) 
<p7r- 14.8 ± 1.1 133 ± 26 29±3 pd,p < 200 MeV/c, [45) 
<p1r- 113 ± 30 27±4 pd,p > 400 MeV/c, [45) 
<p1r+ 110± 15 26±2 np, [46) 

fPT/ 3S1,l Pi 0.9 ±0.3 6.0 ± 2.0 1.3 ± 1.2 liquid,[47) 
fPTJ 0.87 ± 0.21 gas, [40) 

fPTJ 0.37 ± 0.09 gas, [41) 
fPTJ 0.41 ± 0.16 LX-trigger, [41) 
<pp 1So,3 Pi 3.4 ± 0.8 6.3 ± 1.6 1.4 ± 1.0 gas, [41),(48) 
<pp 4.4 ± 1.2 7.5 ± 2.4 2.1 ± 1.2 LX-trigger, [41),[48) 
¢,w 1So,3 Po.2 6.3 ± 2.3 19 ± 7 7±4 liquid, [49),[50) 
¢,w 3.0 ± 1.1 gas, [41] 
¢,w 4.2 ± 1.4 LX-trigger, [41) 
<p1ro1ro i,3 S0,1, 1•3 Pi 1.2±0.6 6.0 ±3.0 1.3 ±2.0 liquid,[47) 
<p1r-1r+ 4.6± 0.9 7.0 ± 1.4 1.9 ± 0.8 liquid,[51) 
<pX, 5.4± 1.0 7.9 ± 1.7 2.4 ± 1.0 gas, [41],[48] 
X=1r+1r-,p 
<pX, ,7.7± 1.7 11.0 ±3.0 4.0 ± 1.4 LX-trigger, [41),[48) 
X = 7r+1r-,p 

From the data in this Table one could see that the strong OZI rule vio
lation was observed in the experiments of three collaborations at LEAR: 
ASTERIX, OBELIX and Crystal Barrel. It was seen in the following 
channels: 

p+p--t </J+, (20) 

p + p - <P + 7r-O (21) 

ii + p - <P + 7r+ (22) 
p + n--+ <P + 7r- (23) 
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for annihilation in liquid and gas hydrogen and deuterium targets. The 
values of the <f>/w ratio are significantly higher than the OZI rule predic
tions. The highest deviation is for the ef>, channel where R( ef> / w) • 103 = 
243±86, i.e. about 50 times larger than the OZI prediction R( </> / w) • l 03 = 
0.15 - 4. 

So the very existence of strong deviation from the OZI rule in anni
hilation of stopped antiprotons is a firmly established experimental fact 
seen by different groups in different reactions. 

It is interesting that the OZI rule violation strongly depends on the 
quantum numbers of the initial state. The conservation of P and C
parities strictly fixes the possible quantum numbers of the .N fl initial 
state in binary reactions of </> production. The allowed initial states are 
listed in Table 2. Thus, the ef>1r final state is possible either from the 
spin triplet 3 S1 state, or from the spin singlet 1 Pi state. The ASTERIX 
collaboration observed [41] that the ef>1r channel from the 3 S1 initial state 
has the branching ratio B.R.(pp --t ef>1r0

) = ( 4.0 ± 0.8) • 10-4 and the ratio 
R = </>fw • 103 = 76.9 ± 17.1 . However no ef>'s at all were seen in the same 
channel for annihilation from the 1 Pi initial state! 

This experimental fact was confirmed now by the OBELIX collabo
ration [40],[56]. It was found that the ef>1r0 yield from the 3 S1 state is 
B.R.(pp --t ef>1r0 j = (5.22 ± 0.48) • 10-4

, whereas from the 1 Pi initial state 
no ef>'s are created with the limit of B.R.(pp --t ef>1r0

) <. l.1·10-5 95% C.L .. 
So it was found that not only a large ratio <f>/w, which may happen 

as it was discussed in the previous Section. But it was discovered that 
this ratio changes 50 times depending upon the initial state. 

Howevere it was not ·c1ear if the observed absence of the ef>1r0 mode 
from the 1 Pi initial state is ·connected with the changing of the spin of 
the initial state or with transition from S- to P-wave. In fact, there 
were speculations [59] that the yield of kaons should be suppressed for 
annihilation from the P-wave. 

A comprehensive study of this and another topics of OZI violation was 
performed recently by the OBELIX co-Uaboration. We took advantage of 
the OBELIX spectrometer to work with different targets and effectively 
register charged kaons. · 

In Fig. 4 the effective mass distributions of the g±7ro and I{+ g-
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systems in the reaction 

ji + p --t J<+ + g- + 7ro (24) 

for annihilation of stopped aniprotons in liquid and gas targets at NTP 
and 5 mbar pressure are shown [56]. 
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Figure 4: The Dalitz p.lots and eff~ctive mass distributions of the J(±1r0 

and g+ g- systems for annihilation pp --t J(+ K-1r0 in a liquid and gas 
H2 target at NTP and 5 mbar. 

It is commonly believed that for annihilation· in a liquid hydrogen 
target the percentage of annihilation from the P-wave is small~ 10-20%, 
whereas for a gas target at NTP it increases up to ~61% [41] and at low 
pressure 5 mbar gas target the annihilation from the P-wave is dominant 
( ~85% P-wave [57]). So the spectra in Fig. 4 reflect the behaviour of 
the kaon production in reaction (24) at different initial states where the 
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percentage of the P-wave annihilation increases with decreasing density 
of the target. 

In Fig. 4 one can see a very prominent feature: I{* and ¢ mesons 
production is different. The peak of /{* increases whereas the peak from 
¢ mesons decreases with decreasing target density. So it looks like ¢ 
production being "decoupled", not connected with production of I(*. 

However, if the ¢ mesons are created via /{* I< intermediate states, as 
advocated in some models [58], then their production pattern should 
follow that of I{*. 

P_reliminary results of the partial wave analysis [56] of reaction (24) 
shows that the overall yield of the ](+ K-1r0 final state increases from 
the liquid to the 5 mbar data sample. It means that there is no kaon 
suppression for annihilation from the P-wave in _this reaction. 

A rather nice testbench for verification of the spin effects in ¢ pro
duction is the reaction 

fi + p --t ¢+'Tr- + 7r+ (25) 

Here¢ could be produced either from the spin-triplet 3 S1 initial state 
or from the spin-singlet 1 S0 one. So for stopped anti proton annihila
tion in liquid, where the S-wave dominates, one could directly compare 
the spin-triplet amplitude with the spin-singletone of the same angular 
momentum. ·. ' · · ' 

Partial wave analysis of rea~tion (25) show~ [60] that fo~ a good de
scription of the data it is enough to consider only the one spin-triplet 
3S1 amplitude. It is important that the same dominance of spin-triplet 
states was found for annihilation from the P-wave in the analysis of the 
5 mbar data sample . It occurs _that the 1 A state percentage is only 
16 ± 3 %. The rest of ¢ production comes from 3 PJ states. · 

So now the strong dependence of the ¢ yield on tp.e quantum ri~mbers 
of the initial state is also a firmly established experimental fact seen by 
different groups in different reactions. 

It is important to note that not aU chanells of ¢ production in fip an
nihilation at;rest exhibit violation of the OZI rule. There are no problems 
with OZI for the ef>TJ, ef>p, ¢w,<!-nd ¢1r1r channels. 
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If one plots the dependence of the ratio R(¢X/wX) on the mass of 
the system X created with ¢ (see Fig.5), then one could see an interest
ing tendency: especially high OZI rule violation in two-body reactions 
NN --t ef>(w)X was seen for the processes, where the mass of X was small 
(X = 1 and 1r). For annihilation.at rest decreasing of the mass X means 
an increase in the momentum transfer to ¢. Does the ,degree of the OZI 
rule violation depends on the momentum transfer? 
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Figure. 5: The ra;tio R = ef>X/wX • 103 for different ;eactions· of pp anni
hilation at rest as a _function of the mass M of the system X. 

To ~nsw~r on this question _the data obtained, by. the OBELIX col
labqration . on the reaction of <p production (25) was compared with 
the similar reaction of w production with two pious [61]. The _ratio 
R = Y(¢1r+1r-)/Y("-:'1r+:;r,) for annihilation of st9pped antiprotons in 
a gaseous and a liquid hydrogen target was measured at different invari-
ant masses of the dipion system. -
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It occurs that for all events, without any selection on the di pion mass, 
the ratio R is at the level of 5 - 6 • 10-3

, i.e. in agreement with the 
prediction of the OZI rule. However at small di pion masses 300 Me V < 
Mn < 500 Me V the degree of the OZI rule violation increases ( see Fig.5) 
and it seems to depend on the target type. 

The observed increase of R at small dipion masses could be explained 
as a manifestation of different spin structure of the amplitude of </> and w 
production. The conservation laws unambigously couple the spin-triplet 
3 S1 initial state with the <f>(w )1r1r final state when two pi~ns are in the 
S-wave relative to each other. The spin-singlet initial 1 So state is cou
pled with the </>(w)1r1r system when two pions are in the P-wave, i.e. to 
the <f>(w )p final state. As we discussed above,· the partial wave analysis 
[60] of the <f>1r1r channel demonstrates that in the S-~ave the production 
of </> mesons completely dominated by the spin-triplet 3 S1 initial state. 
Whereas for w meson production both 3 S1 and 1 So states are important 
[51]. So the measured ratio R for annihilation in liquid is 

R = Y(<f>1r+1r-) = Y(</>(1r+1r-)s) 
Y(w1r+1r-) Y(w(1r+1r-)s) + Y(wp) 

(26) 

It is clear that at small dipion masses, far from the p peak, this ratio 
should increase. 

Therefore, for annihilation in liquid, at small dipion masses, the ratio 
R = Y(</>(1r+1r-)s)/Y(w(1r+1r-)s) was measured for annihilation from 
the 3 S1 stat~. It is observed that the OZI-rule violation for annihilation 
from the 3 S1 .state exists but is rather modest: R(3S1 ) ~ 16 · 10-3

_ It 
is interesting to understand why this value is different from the ratio 
observed for the ¢i0 channel, which also comes from 3 S1 but the degree 
of the OZI rule violation is substantial: R( <f>1r0 /w1r0

) ~ 100· 10-3 [40]-[41]. 
There are two possible reasons for the different degree of the OZI 

rule violation. It may be connected with the mass difference between the 
systems_produced with </>, reflecting in this way p.ossible dependence of 
the OZI rule on the momentum transfer. Or it may be connected with 
the different quantum numbers of the system· created with <f>. The 1r1r 
system in the relative S-wave is a scalar JPC = o++, so the results could 
be interpreted as follows. When </> is created from the 3 S1 initial ·state 
with a scalar o++, the OZI rule violation is less than in the case of.</> 
production with a pseudoscalar o-+. 
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The best way to clarify this problem is to perform direct measure
ments of the t-dependence of the differential cross sections of the <f>r. and 
w1r channels for pp annihilation in flight. In a similar experiment on 
</> production in the 7r± N --+ <f>N interaction [22] it was found that the 
da / dt distribution of cp production at large t differs significantly from the 
one for thew-meson, leading to the increase in the ¢/w ratio at large t. 
The largest momentum transfer in ¢ ·production by stopped antiproton 
annihilation is available in the so-called Pontecorvo reaction 

p+d--+¢+n (27) 

It was predicted [12] that one may expect very high ¢/w ratios in reac
tions of this type. 

Recently the OBELIX .collaboration [62] has measured reaction (27) 
and the Crystal Barrel collaboration has measured the Pontecorvo re
action with wn in the final state [63]. Preliminary estimations of the 
branching ratio of (27) show that the ratio ¢/w is rather large indeed: 

R = Y(¢n)/Y(wn) = (230 ± 60) • 10-3 

It is t~o times greater than in the annihilation on a free nucleon 
pp --+ ¢r.0 and twice as large as the prediction of the two-step model [64] 
which gives correct description in the case of other Pontecorvo reactions. 

Therefore, there is a serious expectation to find out that the degree 
of the OZI rule violation depends on momentum transfer. 

Another interesting topic concerns the violation of the OZI rule for 
tensor mesons, in particular, for production of !~(1525) compared to the 
!2(1270). Already in the EGK paper [1] some data on seriou:, violation 
of the OZI rule for J~ production in pp annihilation in flight [32],[65] were 
discussed. However, the scarce statistics in these experiments prevented 
any definite conclusions. 

It is expected from the quadratic mass formula, that the ratio R' for 
the yields of JH1525) and h(1270), without phase space correction, will 
be 

R' = Y(f~(1525)X) 
Y(h(1270)X) = 16 · 10-

3 (28) 

The ~easurements of the J(+ K-r.0 final state (reaction (24)) for an
nihilation of stopped antiprotons in liquid, gas at NTP and 5 mbar pres
sure, which were performed by the OBELIX collaboration [56], gave new 
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information for this problem too. The corresponding Dalitz plots and 
effective mass distributions of the 1{±1r0 and J(+ g- systems are shown 
in Fig. 4 . 

A band around 1500 MeV /c2 at the J(+ g- effective mass is seen in 
the NTP and 5 mbar Dalitz plots. Remarkably, the corresponding band is 
absent in the Dalitz plot of the annihilation in liquid. This indicates that 
1;(1525) is formed mainly from annihilation in the P-wave. Preliminary 
estimations [56] of the ratio R' are rather intriguing: 

, Y(JH1525)1r0
) ( _ 3 ( 

R = Y(fi(l270)1rO) = 65 ± 27) · 10 , for NTP data 29) 

= (73 ± 2,5) · 10-3
, for 5 mbar data (30) 

'.fhe production of I~ in the pp - l~1r0 reaction was calculated in [66] 
via final state interactions of J(* J( and p1r. The obtained production 
rates of I~ are rather small, about 10-6

• It means that if any violation 
of the OZI rule is firmly established for 1;, it will definetely rule out the 
rescattering models. 

An interesting result was reported by the Crystal Barrel collaboration 
[52] which measured the ¢1r cross section for antiproton annihilation in 
flight. The ¢1r production rate at 600 MeV /c is Y = 1.18 • 10-4

, i.e. 
about 5 times smaller than at rest whereas the product.ion' rate of the 
I(* I( seems to be constant or slightly decreases. It may indicate that the 
degre~ of the OZI rule. violation decreases with energy. However direct 
measurements of the w1r reaction for annihilation in flight are needed. 

4 Polarized intrinsic nucleon strangeness 

The review of various theoretical approaches used today for the expla
nation of the strong OZl-rule violation in antiproton annihilation could 
be found in [53]. It is remarkable that the approaches based on the 
traditional concepts seem to be unable to reproduce all features of the 
¢ production discussed above. At the same time, unconventional ideas 
like polarized intrinsic strangeness in the nucleon [12], [13] offer a rather 
natural explanation of the observed facts and suggest a number of new 
effects to be measured. 

First of all it is assumed that the OZI rule itself is.valid. Its violation 
is only apparent and could be regarded as a signal of complicated nucleon 
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structure. It is supposed [12],[13] that the abundant ¢ meson production 
could be the consequence of an admixture of ss pairs in the nucleon. In 
this case th_e ¢ production in N N or N N interactions is described by the 
diagrams with connected s-quark lines. 

At first glance, the intrinsic strangeness of the nucleon should lead 
to the same enhancement of the ¢ production in all annihilation chan
nels. This is contrary to the experimental data. To solve this principal 
difficulty it was assumed [12] that the ss componentin the nucleon is 
polarized. 

Indeed, the results from the deep inelastic lepton-nucleon experiments 
indicate that strange quarks and antiquarks in the nucleon have a net 
polarization opposite to the proton spin [7]: 

1 . 

.tis= jdx[qy(x) - q!(x) + ijy(x) - ifa(x)] = -0.10 ± 0.03. (31) 
0 

Adopting this observatfon from the deep inelastic scattering one may 
ask what happens if the nucleon wave function, even at small momentum 
transfers, contains an admixture of ss pairs with spins of both strange 
quarks oriented opposite to the nucleon spin. 

Let us consider N N interaction from a spin-triplet initial state in 
which the nucleon spins are parallel (see, Fig.6). In this case the sand s 

quarks in both nucleons will also have parallel spins. If the rearrangement 
diagram of Fig. 6 is dominant and the polarization of the strange quarks 
is not changed during the interaction, then the s and s quarks will have 
parallel spins in the final state as in the quark-model wave function of 
the ¢ meson. If the N N initial state is an S wave, the ss pair will 
probably also be in an S wave as in the ¢ meson. Therefore, the maximum 
enhancement of ¢ prod!-)-ction is ·expected in the 3 81 ·. channel, as observed 
in the pp - </n~ channel. 

This model also qualifatively suggests why ¢ production may he more 
enhanced in pp annihilation at rest than in other hadronic interactions. 
The reason is that higher-energy collisions involve an increasing admix
ture of partial waves, implying that the "rearrangement" into the ss 
spin-triplet S-wave state of ¢-meson b~comes progressively more dilut-. 
ed. On the contrary, in the pp annihilation at rest only one pure spin 
state 3 81 is possible for ¢1r production in S-wave annihilation . 
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Figur~ 6: Prpduction of the </> meson in N N interaction, from the spin 
triplet (a) and spin singl~t (b) states. The arro.ys show, the direction of 
nucleons and strange quark spins. ' 

An important step was done in the. work of M.Alberg, J .Ellis and 
D.Kharzeev [13], where ·a possible mechanismJor· the creation of the 
negative polarization. of the strange quarks was ~~ggested. Tpe idea is 
based on the result from the QCD sum rules [M] that the density of the 
strange quark-antiquark pairs in QCD vacuum is comparable with the 
value of light quark condensate: 

< 0 Issi 0 >= (0.8 ± 0.1) < 0 jqqj 0 > (32) 

The standard value of the light quark condensate [55] is < 0 jqql O >= 
(225 ± 25 Me V)3. It corresponds to about .one strange quark-antiquark 
pair in the fm 3 of the vacuum. 

What has happened with the basic luud > proton state immersed 
in the QCD vacuum? Some interaction between valence quarks of the 
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proton and the vacuum quarks should appear and the main assumption of 
[13] is that this interaction corresponds to the strong attraction between 
quarks and antiquarks in the pseudoscalar channel with JPC = o-+. 
Considering that the masses of pious and kaons are small in comparison 
with the typical hadron scale of ~ 1 Ge V, this assumption seems to be 
rather natural. 

The consequence of the assumptioh about strong attraction between 
qq in the JPC = o-+ system is straightforward: it should induce strong 
correlation between light valence quarks of the proton and vacuum strange 
antiquarks with opposite spins. So the spin on s quarks should be orient
ed opposite to the proton spin. These strange antiquarks are from the 
vacuum. It means that they should accompanied by the strange quarks 
and the quantum number~ of these ss pairs must be the vacuum ones 
JPC = o++. To preserve the vacuum quantum numbers the ss pair must 
be in the spin-triplet 3 P0 state. Therefore the spin of the strange ·quarks 
must be aligned opposite to the proton spin. 

So, this polarization of the vacuum induced by the proton valence 
quarks creates a pair of strange quarks which is polarized in the direction 
opposite to the proton spin. . 

Of course;,the proposed model is idealized and a number of problems 
should be clarified. For i,nstance, it is not clear why the diagram of Fig. 6 
should be dominant, to what extent the polarization of the strange quarks 
changes during the interactio!l, what· is the role of the rearrangement 
processes, when the </> is created from th~ ss qu1:1rks of one nucleon. 
Such "shake-out" of the nucleon intrinsic strangeness is rather interesting 
to analyze. It is clear that if the ss p~ir has 3 Po quantum numbers in 
the initial state then it will be hard to rearrange it to the 3 S 1 ss state of 
</> meson _in the final state. Strangeness is stored in the 'nucleon not in the 
form of the </> or any, other known mesons. This explains quantitatively 
why the overall yield of </> mesons in pp annihilation at rest is rather 
small, about 5-10% of the tot~l yield of kaons. It is not clear how the 
productio~ of llopen" strange~e~s, like kaons or /(*, sh.~uld be treated in 
this model. However some qualitative predictions are obvious [12]. For 
instance, in the reaction of /(* production. 

fi + P ---+ I<* + K* (33) 

spins of two kaons should be correlated in such a way that if annihilation 
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take place from the initial spin-triplet state then the state with the total 
spin of /{* S101 = 2 should be dominant. 

In some sense reaction (33) is similar to the A production process 

p+p-+A+A (34) 

Here the spins of A and 1\ could he coupled into either a spin-singlet 
or a spin-triplet state. Both are possible a priori but only 01w - spin
triplet - is realized. The experiments [67] showed. that the the spin-singlet 
fraction Fs in the final state of (34) is F. = -(7.8±,5.2)% at. 1..546 GeV /c 
and F. = -(3.2 ± 3.0)% at 1.69.S GeV /c. It was demonstrated that F. is 
equal to zero within statistical errors . 

The intrinsic polarized strangeness model explained this fact natu
rally, like dissociation of the pola.rized .<;s pair into two strange quarks, 
which determine the polarization of the hypcrons and "remember" that 
they were polarized in the initial state .. 

5 ·. Conclusions 

The absence of the spin singlet c9mponent F. in the AA final state of 
reaction (34) was analyzed in the framework of different approaches (see 
discussion iri [13]). The explanation of this effect in terms of nucleon 
intirinsic strangeness is not unique. Discussing this paradox I would like 
to demonstrat~ a simple but importar1t fact that the· intrinsic nucleon 
strangeness model dci~s not contradict to the already known experimental 
information on the b~ryon ·~trJcture a~d 'reactions. · 

l\,foreover, all tests of the predictions of this model [12] performed up 
to date gave positi~e resljlts. As it was discussed previously, the strong 
OZI violati~n \vas found not only for the vector mesons but also for tensor 
ones just ii/annihilation from the P-wave, as ·predicted. The effect of 
dominant </> production from the spin triplet initial state was confirmed 
for ¢1r and </>1r1r final state in pp annihilation. Especially strong violation 
was found in the Pontecorvo reactions of pd annihilation. . . 

· Now it is interesting to perform a ;yste~atic investigation of the spin 
effects in the production of strange particles. Thus it is predicted [12] 
that in the interaction of a pol,arize<l proton beam with a polarized proton 
target 

fi+p--tp+p+</> (35) 
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the ¢ production should be enhanced for parallel spins of both nucleons· 
in the initial state and suppressed for the anti parallel configuration. Cor
responding experiment is proposed now at the ANKE spectrometer at 
COSY(Juelich) [68]. 

The same effect of spin dependence of the </> yield should manifest 
itself in polarized proton interactions with polarized deuterons 

p + J~3 Jf e + </>, (36) 

It is ,predicted [12] that </> production will be enhanced when spins of 
the proton and deuteron are parallel. When spins of the beam and target 
particles are in the opposite direction, the </> production is predicted to 
be suppressed. 

The measurements of the</> (and w) yields in reaction (36) were per
formed at Saturne II for the unpolarized beam and target configuration 
[69]. A large deviation from the OZI rule·prediction was revealed: 

R(<p/w) = (63 ± 5) · 10-3 (37) 

These results are promising and give credence to study the polariza
tion effects of the OZI rule violation in these processes. The main physical 
advantage of studying reactions (36) of 3 He production is that they pro
vide a possibility .to studying OZI rule violation in the high momentum 
transfer region. 

It is remarkable that the "standard" two-step model of 3 He pro
duction in reaction (36) predicts completely different behaviour. It was 
calculated [70] that if the vector mesons are created via the pp -+ d1r and 
the 7r N -+ X N chain, then they should be produced mainly from the 
antiparallel orientation of the proton and deuteron spins. The value for 
the asymmetry 

A = Y(ji) - Y(j L) 
Y(jj) + Y(j L) 

(38) 

( where Y is the yield of 3 He for the parallel and anti-parallel orientations 
of the spins of protons and deutrons) near the threshold is A = -0.95. 
The intrinsic polarized strangeness model predicts that A ~ + 1. 

So it will be extremely interesting to perform these measurements. 
I acknowledge the support from the International Science Foundation, 
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